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ABSTRACT
We consider a seismic salt stringer image. The interpreta-
tion in the shadow zone beneath the stringer has complica-
tions due to that the diffracted and transmitted wavefields
destructively interfere causing poor image. For simulating
the real image we evaluate seismic wavefields in the shadow
zone by combining the transmission-propagation operator
theory (TPOT) and the tip-wave superposition method
(TWSM) which is a mid-frequency range approximation of
TPOT. This mathematical model has a layer with two flat
boundaries, one of which has a dense coin-shaped addition
reminding an anhydrite disk. We propose analytical sepa-
ration of the wavefield below the stringer by TPOT and its
computation by the TWSM software package. We describe
usage of GPU-cluster to accelerate modeling and give an
estimated time of wavefields simulation for stringer model.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous;
G.1.0 [Numerical analysis]: Parallel algorithms

General Terms
Theory, Algorithms, Performance

Keywords
seismic modeling, HPC, GPU

1. INTRODUCTION
Seismic interpretation beneath salt stringers is often com-

plicated due to the difference in the physical and acoustic
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properties of the salt/evaporate and the stringers. Intra-
salt deformation has been the focus of the oil and gas in-
dustries, and the academia in the last two decades [6], [7],
[4]. Salt floaters are important reservoir rocks and geolog-
ical storage in NW Europe and in the South Oman Salt
Basin [5]. Apart from their economic importance, overpres-
sure associated with salt stringers is drilling hazards, which
are often hard to predict. The diffracted and transmitted
wavefields in the shadow destructively interfere causing poor
seismic imaging. There are several heuristic methods that
separate primary reflections, surface-related multiples and
internal multiples from the total wavefield in acoustic and
elastic media [8]. We suggest the analytical separation from
the total wavefield in multiphysics (acoustic, elastic, porous,
fluid-saturated, etc.) block-layered media for the first time.

In this paper, we use the transmission-propagation oper-
ator theory (TPOT) to describe the acoustic blanking or
shadow zone beneath a salt stringer in order to mitigate
drilling hazards and provide better imaging of the intra-salt
reservoir rocks. For simulating the real image we evalu-
ate wave fragments of the interference wavefields into the
shadow zone by highly-optimized software package based on
the tip-wave superposition method (TWSM) that is a mid-
frequency approximation of TPOT. We show usage of GPU-
cluster to accelerate modeling by the TWSM package and
give an estimated time of wavefields simulation for stringer
model.

2. SALT STRINGER IMAGE AND ITS
MATHEMATICAL MODEL

We consider a salt stringer image (Figure 1). By black el-
lipse, we emphasized the stringer part, which causes shadow
beneath it and leads to this poor image. We aim to separate
the wavefield in the shadow zone for better ’illumination’.
Additionally, we consider a mathematical model (Figure 2)
representing a large-scale picture of the stringer on Figure
1. This model consists of Sediments 1 and 2, Halite 1 and 2
and a thin Anhydrite disk. The interfaces have coordinate
z = −3.3 km, z = −4.0 km and z = −4.6 km, respec-
tively. The thickness of Anhydrite disk is ∼ 0.042 km in
length with a radius of 0.5 km. Sediments 1 and 2 have ve-
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locity of 2.5 km/sec and density of 2.5 g/cm3, respectively.
Halite 1 and 2 have velocity of 4.5 km/sec and density of
2.2 g/cm3. Anhydrite disk has velocity of 6.5 km/sec and
density of 2.9 g/cm3. A source is located in Sediments 1 at
point: (x = 0 km, y = 0 km, z = 0 km). The source radi-
ates a spherical P-wave represented by the scalar potential
satisfying the Helmholtz equation. The wavelet is given by

formula e−(2τ)2 cos(2πτ ), where τ = t/T − 2, T = 0.032 s
and dominant frequency 38.25 Hz. A 20 receivers array is
spread in Sediments 1 along the line: (x = −1.0 to 0.9 km
with the step ∆x = 0.1 km, y = 0 km, z = 0 km). We con-
sider two wave codes: reflection from Anhydrite disk (C1)
and reflection from the bottom salt (C2) (Figure 2).

Figure 1: An example of a salt stringer, the Norwe-

gian North Sea.
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Figure 2: 3D mathematical stringer model.

3. TPOT&TWSM APPROACH IN SALT
STRINGER MODEL

TPOT describes in explicitly analytic form propagation
of the seismic wavefields in 3D block-layered geologic media
by action of two operators: 1) transmission operator (reflec-
tion/refraction) T at curved interface, 2) propagation opera-
tor P inside block/layer [1], [2]. TPOT can evaluate not only
the total wavefield but also structure of the feasible wave
fragments in layered and macro-block media. Tip-wave su-
perposition method (TWSM) being the mid-frequency range
approximation of TPOT evaluates sequential action of com-
posite operators TP in layers in according with the chosen

wave code on the wave amplitude functions a. Operators
TP are approximated by layer matrices, and functions a –
by layer vectors. Scalar elements of matrices and vectors are
represented by analytical formulae [9].

TWSM evaluates the wave amplitude functions ax by mul-
tiple multiplication of large scale matrices P andT and wave
amplitude function as1 for source wavefield at interface S1.
For stringer model wave amplitude function with wave code
C1 at receiver can be represented as matrix-vector multipli-
cation:

a
x = P

xs1 ·T12 ·P
s1s2 ·T23 ·P

s2s1 ·T21 · a
s1 (1)

Wave amplitude function with wave code C2 at receiver can
be represented as:

a
x = P

xs1 ·T12 ·P
s1s2 ·T23 ·P

s2s3 ·T34·

·Ps3s2 ·T32 ·Ps2s1 ·T21 · as1 (2)

Matrices Psjsi describe propagation from elements of inter-
face i to elements of interface j. Matrix Pxs1 describes prop-
agation from elements of interface S1 to receiver x Matrices
Tkl describe transmission from layer l in layer k. Matrices
T23 in (1) and T34 in (2) describe reflections, other matrices
Tkl describe refractions.

4. TWSM SOFTWARE PACKAGE
TWSM software package is highly-optimized realization

of the TWSM for acoustic case adapted for GPU-cluster.
Necessity to storage and process large scale matrices and
vectors is a main problem of realization of the TWSM. Each
interface of layered medium is triangulated by N triangles,
each matrix of type ’interface - interface’ is square and has
dimension N × N . Matrix of type ’interface - receiver’ has
dimension M × N , where M is number of receivers. Wave
amplitude vector of type ’source - interface’ has dimension
N × 1. Each wave amplitude vector in the frequency do-
main demands to repeat matrix-vector multiplications (1)
and (2) for each discrete frequency ωk of some frequency ar-
ray ω1...ωK . Acceleration of each matrix-vector multiplica-
tion is realized by GPU-cluster with help of scheme, shown
at Figure 3. Each GPU accelerator processes multiplica-
tion of group of matrix strips corresponding to frequencies
ω1...ωK by group of wave amplitude vectors. Finally GPUs
gather new transformed group of wave amplitude vectors
via exchange by evaluated data. Since matrix dimension
is N ∼ 105 − 106, then TWSM software package can po-
tentially keep any number of available GPUs but no more
than N . Curve of scalability the TWSM software package
is demonstrated at Figure 4.

5. TWSM COMPUTATION RESULTS FOR
CODES C1 AND C2

For the computation of codes C1 and C2, we use formulae
(1) and (2) with the transmission operators T and propaga-
tion operators P. We approximate the transmission opera-
tors at interfaces ’Sediments1 - Halite1’ and ’Halite2 - Sed-
iments2’ in these formulae by the plane-wave transmission
(reflection/refraction) coefficients. The interface ’Halite1 -
Halite2’ has no contrast. For the thin Anhydrite disk with
thickness ∆z the transmission (reflection/refraction) coeffi-
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Figure 3: TWSM matrix-vector multiplication

scheme adapted for GPU-cluster.
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Figure 4: Scalability of TWSM software package.

cients of thin layer are [3]

RDisk = T22
1− ei2π2∆z̄

1− ei2π2∆z̄T 2
22

, TDisk =
(1− T 2

22)e
i2π∆z̄

1− ei2π2∆z̄T 2
22

In Anhydrite disk we have the dominant wave period Tdom =
1

38.25Hz
= 0.026 s, the dominant wavelength λdom = 6.5

km/s ∗0.026 s = 0.169 km, the thickness normalized by
the wavelength z̄ = ∆z/λdom = 0.042/0.169 ≈ 0.25 and
ei2π2∆z̄ = e2π = −1. Halite - Anhydrite reflection at 0 de-
gree is T22 = (1/z2 − 1/z3)/(1/z2 +1/z3) ≈ 0.3113, acoustic
impedance for Halite is z2 = vP2 ∗ ρ2 = 4.5 ∗ 2.2 = 9.9
and acoustic impedance for Anhydrite is z3 = vP3 ∗ ρ3 =
6.5 ∗ 2.9 = 18.85. The reflection and transmission coeffi-
cients from Anhydrite disk are hence computed as follows

RDisk ≈ 0.567, TDisk ≈ 0.823ei
π
2 ≈ 0.823

1 + i
√
2

Codes C1 (the upper curve) and C2 (the lower curve) are
represented on Figure 5. Code C1 has stable and strong
pulse shape, while code C2 has unstable and weak pulse
shape. The change in the pulse shape is caused by the in-
terference of the transmitted and diffracted wavefields. To
better ’illuminate’ the sub-stringer zone, we need to consider
code C2 separately (Figure 6). The pulse of code C2 can
be analyzed by removing Anhydrite disk (Figure 7). The
difference between the seismograms on Figures 6 and 7 is
illustrated on Figure 8, which gives understanding of the
diffraction wavefield which we intend to remove from the

whole modeling to get better ’illumination’.
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Figure 5: Codes C1 and C2.
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Figure 6: Separated code C2 from the common seis-

mogram on Figure 5.
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Figure 7: Code C2 with absence of Anhydrite disk.
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Figure 8: Difference of codes C2 with and without

Anhydrite disk.

6. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF TWSM
FOR CODES C1 AND C2

Time of multiplication on 12 GPUs K layer matrices with
dimension N × N and K wave amplitude vectors with di-
mension N × 1 as function of number of triangles N at in-
terface is shown in Table 1. We assume value K = 128
that corresponds to 128 discrete frequencies and time win-
dow 0.512 sec at seismograms. To decrease time of eval-
uation we apply rough approximation of the transmission
operator with help of the plane-wave reflection/refraction
coefficients. Let us estimate computational time of matrix-
vector multiplication for wave codes C1 and C2 by formu-
lae (1) and (2). In numerical tests each interface is tri-
angulated by N = 100000 elements. We can neglect with
computational time of evaluation of matrix ’interface - re-
ceivers’ since it has dimension M ×N when M ≪ N . Using
Table 1 we can obtain the calculation time for wave code
C1 which will be t = tPs2s1 + tPs1s2 = 38 + 38 = 76 sec
on 12 GPUs. Time calculation for wave code C2 will be
t = tPs2s1 +tPs3s2 +tPs2s3 +tPs1s2 = 38+38+38+38 = 152
sec on 12 GPUs. For decreasing of computation time for
wave codes C1 and C2 we can increase the number of in-
volved GPUs in the TWSM software package.

Table 1: Time of filling and multiplication of group

of square matrices and vectors as function of their

dimension
Matrix dimensional (N) Calculation time (sec)

10000 1
50000 9
100000 38
105000 83
200000 148
250000 229

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we consider a salt stringer image. Because

the diffracted and transmitted wavefields destructively in-
terfere, the image beneath the stringer is poor. To solve

this problem we do analytical separation of the wavefield in
the shadow zone beneath the stringer by TPOT and eval-
uate wavefields by highly-optimized TWSM software pack-
age adapted for GPU-cluster. This separation allows using
only transmitted (or only diffracted) wavefield in evalua-
tion and imaging, which will provide better ’illumination’
of the shadow zone. The separated wavefield is obtained
for a mathematical model simulating the stringer image.
This mathematical model is a large scale sketch of the salt
stringer. The separated wavefield is given in form of seismo-
gram. The impact of stringer diffraction is presented on a
separate seismogram.
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